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MATEMATICKO-FYZIKÁLNY ČASOPIS SAV. 11, 1, 1961 
SEMICHARACTERS OF THE MULTIPLICATIVE 
S E M I G R O U P OF I N T E G E R S MODULO m 
By B O H U M I R P A R I Z E K and S T E F A N S C H W A R Z , Bratislava 
Let S be a commutative semigroup. A semicharacter of S is a complex-valued 
multiplicative function defined on S that is not identically zero, 
Let m = /;*' . . . p*\ otj ^ V be the decomposition of the integer m > 1 into 
distinct primes. The set of all residue classes modulo m is denoted by S(/H). For an 
integer x, [x] denotes the residue class containing x. Under the usual multiplication 
[x][y] = [xv], S(m) is a semigroup. The subgroup of S(/??) containing all residue 
classes [x] such that (x, m) = 1 is denoted by G(m). 
The purpose of this paper is to find all semicharacters / of S(m), especially also to 
compute /([x]) explicitly in terms of the integer x for an arbitraty semicharacter x 
of S(m). 
The general theory of semicharacters of a finite (and some types of infinite) com­
mutative semigroups has been given independently by Hewitt and Zuckerman ([!]) 
and by one of us ([5]). The present paper is independent of the general theory contai­
ned in [1] and [5]. 
Semicharacters of S(m) are treated in a forthcomming paper of Hewitt and Zucker­
man ([2]), which the authors kindly gave to our disposal. Our presentation is based 
on the results of [4], where an explicit decomposition of S(m) into a direct product 
of subsemigroups of prime power order is given. For convenience of the reader these 
results are shortly reproduced below. 
I. 
It is easy to see that S(m) contains 21 idempotents (including [0] and [1]). An 
idempotent [e] 4= [1] is called maximal if the relation [e][f] = [*>], in which [f] 4= [1] 
and [f] is an idempotent, implies [e] = [fj. 
In [3] we proved that S(m) contains exactly r maximal idempotents. Each of them 
is of the form [ej] = [D/'O,], where [Oy] is an element e G(m).* 
The following is the main result of [4]: 
* lay] G G(m) is, in general, not uniquely determined by [ej\ and under suitable conditions there 
may exist also an \bj\ e S(m) — G(m) with the property [ej\ [p)Jbj\. 
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Theorem 1. Let [ej\ be a maximal idempotent ofS(m). Denote Tj = {[x] | [x] e S(m), 
lx][ej] = [ej\}' Then S(m) can be written in the form of a direct product 
S(m) = T. .T, . . . Tr. (1) 
Denote further G} = {[x] | [x] e G(m), [x] [e,] = [ef]\. Then G(m) can be written 
as a direct product of the r subgroups 
G(m) = Gi . G2 G,. 
The semigroup Tj contains exactly /?/' different elements: T, = ej + k 
Pj 
0 < 
<; k S p)j — - > • The group Gy contains (p(p*
J) = p)J - p)J different elements 
"-{ ej + k PУ .OS-kúP*/- L (k.Pj)= l i . 
It follows directly from the definition of T} that [e] is the zero element of the 
semigroup T-r (But of course if /• > 1 it is not a zero element of the whole semi-
group S(m).) 
Further, since [1] [e,] = [ey], Tj (and G7) contains the element [1], which is the 
unity element of S(m), Tj and G,. 
Clearly Gy a T, and G7- 4- T,. G, is the largest group contained in T7- and 
having [1] as the unity element. This follows from the following considerations. 
. m 
Let be [b] e Tf — Gr We then can write [b] 
Now, since any product containing [ef] and m 
ej + k 
py 
is [0], we have 
with (k, pj) > 1. 
ej + k m 
PУ .«+"UJ for every integer /; ^ (2) 
If especially p = a,-, we have [b]p = [ej]. By other words: Every element [b] e Ty- — Gy 
considered as an element of the semigroup Ty is nilpotent and cannot be contained 
in a group containing [1] as the unity element. 
This argument shows at the same time that T} cannot contain idempotents different 
from [1] and [ef]. 
R e m a r k 1. The semigroup Ty is isomorphic to the semigroup S(p)1). To prove 
this denote the residue class (mod p)J) containing x by x^ and consider the mapping 
eTj^Sk "^)eS(py). 
\ Py / 
It is easily verified that this is an isomorphism of T} to S(p)
1), which carries Gy c: Ty 
to the group G(p/0 cz S(pajJ). (See [4].) We shall use this isomorphism to establish 
the structure o^ Tj and Gr 
"" m 
eJ + k 
PУ. 
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R e m a r k 2. We should like to note the following remark of a computational 
character. To find in concrete cases the maximal idempotents [e,] we proceed in 
the following manner: Since [ef] = [l^O7], we have 
pyaJ=p^aj (modp]'...p}>... p?) 
and — since (ar m) 
PУUІ = i mod 
PУ 
m This congruence defines a] I mod j uniquely. Hence e} is uniquely determined 
modulo /;/. \ ' >' ' 
To find the components of any element [x] e S(m) in the decomposition (1) we 
proceed as follows: Every [x] e S(m) can be uniquely written in the form 
И = П 
, v ' " 1 
PУ A 
(3) 
where k f(x) is an integer satisfying 0 ^ kj(v) S p)
j — 1. Since [exe2'-er] = [0], 
P/ 
on the right: 
[0] and 
m m 
L PУ ' Pľ 
[0] for / 4=7, we obtain by multiplying the brackets 
и M*) t e 
P\ 
m 
2e^..er + k2(x) a2 exei...er + ... 4- kr(x) ^ exe2...er. 
Pr 
Taking the last relation (mod//}') we get 
x = kjix) ex...ej_xej+x...er (mod /)}). 
Pi' 
This linear congruence defines k,(N) (mod//}') uniquely. 
2. 
For further purposes we mention the following known fact: If a semigroup S 
with a unity element can be written as a direct product of subsemigroups S = S, . S2 
( S i , S\ containing unity elements) and / is a semicharacter of S, then / induces 
on S, and S2 semicharactcrs / , , / 2 of S, , S2 respectively and if .v = xx . x2 
(N, e S,, N2 G S2), y(\) = z,(N i )z 2 (N 2 ) holds. Conversely, if \\t,, i//2 are semicha­
ractcrs of S, and S2 and .v = xx . .v 2 (.v f e5 ( ), then i//(N) = ij/x(xx) t//2(N2) is a semi-
character of S. (An explicit proof of this statement is given in a slightly other form 
in [6]. Theorem 5,1.) 
To describe the semicharacters of S(m) it is sufficient to find the semicharactcrs 
of each, of the subsemigroups T 
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We recall that by the unity semicharacter of a semigroup S we denote the function 
which is identically 1 on S. The unity semicharacter of Tj will be denoted by y['\ 
Lemma 1. Let y be any semichaiacter of Tr which is not the unity semicharacter 
y{l] of Tj. Then for every [b] e T} -- G} we have y([b]) = 0. 
Proof . We have necessarily /([?/]) = 0. For otherwise [x] [ej] = [ej] for e\ery 
[x]eTj would imply y([x}) . y([ej\\ = /([c/]), hence y([x]) = 1 for every [x] e Tr 
contrary to the assumption. 
If [b]e Tj - Gr we have as above [h]
3j = [efl hence {y([b])\
7' = y([ej]) = 0, 
therefore y([b]) = 0, q. e. d. 
If y is any semicharacter of Tr y induces a semicharacter on the group Gr We 
have / ( [ ! ] ) = i. F o r / ( [ I ] ) = /([I] 2 ) = / ( [ ! ] ) . / ( [ ! ] ) implies/([I]) !/([l]) - 1] = 0, 
hence either /([I]) = 0 or y([\]) = i. The first possibility cannol occur since 
/([I]) = 0 would imply y([x]) = y([x]) y{[\]) = 0 Ww e\ery [x] e Tr contrary to 
the definition of a semicharacter. By ether words: / induces on G- a character of G 
in the usual sense (used in the theory of groups). 
With respect to Lemma 1 we can say that if/ is not the unity semicharacter of T} 
it is of the form: 
{ 0 for [x7-]eTy - Gr 
УÜ-v,]) - , 
( ф([Xj]ì ľor [xj]eG 
where \\/ is a character of the group Gj. 
Conversely, ie! w be a character of the group Gj and define the function / b\ the 
statement: 
„[,,]>= j ° f - i^Tj-G, 
{ i>([.vj) for [xj]eGi. 
We show that / is a semicharacter of Tr i. c. 
Z(l\,Vj}) = Z([v /])•/([)•,]) (4) 
for every couple [x;-]. [yj]e T-. If both [xy], [y7] belong to G} the relation (4) holds 
with respect to the multiplicative property of the function \\i on Gr To prove our 
statement it is sufficient to show that if at least one of the elements [x,-], [Vy] belongs 
to Tj — Gj so does the product [Xyy,-]. (For then we have zeros on both sides o\" 
the relation (4).) Let be [Xj]e T} - Gj, [yj]e Tr It follows from the relation (2) 
proved above that there is an integer O([x7-]) = 1 such that [xj]
pilXiV = [cy]. But then 
ГA-,,-,.])"'^' = [XJГÍXJ1> • [yjГlXjì)= [ejì ЬJTÍXІ]> = [>';]• 
(The last relation is a consequence of the fact that [e/J is the zero element of T;.) 
The relation {[.v/v,]!"
<[A"'1, = [ej] implies [.v,•>•,.] s Tj - G}. 
Summarily we proved: 
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Lemma 2. Every semicharacter y of the semigroup Tf different from the unity 
semicharacter of Tf is of the form 
X([-V;]> 
O for [.v,] e Tj - G 
^([.v,-]) for i,v ;]cG ;-, 
and conversely. Hereby t/V is a character of the group Gr 
Since the group Gf has py 
Лj - 1 
distinct characters, we conclude that T• has 
*, - 1 
Pi 
/>'/' — /Y/' + ! distinct scmicharacters (including the unity semicharacter yU)). 
With respect to the fact mentioned at the beginning of this section we get the resuii: 
Theorem 2. The semigroup S(m) has exactly \\ (I 4- p°y — p)' ) distinct semi-
characters. 
3. 
In the case /?/ even we will take in the following always pi = 2. 
To find all scmicharacters of T f we have to distinguish two cases. 
A. Suppose first that either /?, > 2 is an odd prime, or /;}' = 2, ov />/•' = 4. 
The croup Gf = | ^ -f k 0 g k < /r]', (k. /?,) = V , being isomorphic U> 
(L # _ : ' ) 
G(p)'). is a cyclic group oi' order ip(p)J). There exists therefore an element k = yf 
m 
sueIi that [gf] <'; + •1'./ is a generating element of Gr Hence to every 
[x/JeGz there is an uniquely determined integer O/([x/]), 0 < O/([xJ) ^ </>(P/') 
such that [x ;] = [*,.]"'•
<ri'/1). 
Any character \\J of G. is completely described by knowing the value *//([#/]). 
271/ 
Denote o - = exp . The scmicharacters of T, difierent irom the unity semi-
character /I/* arc determined by 
^"i[^ , U j l > ] ) 
oг [л_,j t- Tj - G,-0 
íüjwt*''1 foг [ v / j є C , 
(6 = 1.2 (p(p)J)\ 
To be able to distinguish between the characters yu) and /o we have to consider 
the value of y'] not only on [g;] but also on [ef]. By Lemma l if y
U)([ef]) = 1, 
then /(/,([#,•]) - 1. Hence: 
Lemma 3a. If the order of T} is p)
J and either p-f is odd, 2, or pУ = 4, 
a semicharacter yu) is completely given hy prescribing /7)([O/]) and yJ)([gj]) with 
the restriction that yU)([ej]) = 1 implies y
u)([gf]) = 1. The admissible values of 
Zu)([gj\) are the numbers 1, (Or o
2
r ..,, o ' . 
ö< 






B. Suppose next that px = 2 and a, ^ 3, L e. /?*' — 2
71 ^ 8. Consider the iso­
morphic image of Gx, i. e. G(2
ai). It is well known that the group C7(2ai) is not cyclic. 
but to every element a e G(27 1) there is an integer T such that a ( - D 
with 0 ;_ T < 2 a i . Denote Oj, = exp 
determined by the values of i/jl on — 1 . 
mi 
2*i-2 
and 5 : 
The characters \\tl of G(2





< - l > <5> 
\\fl*\ ~ 1 - i - 1 1 
1 1 
Consider now the isomorphism 
Є, + /v e G . є G(2" 
(k = 1,3,5 2*: — 1). Find integers r, and z2 
m 
ś -i _ 2' 




1 (mod 2^') and г 2 
/// 
2*. 
V i <. r2 <; 
5 (mod 2*1) and denote 
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Then [#0], [gt] are e Tx and they are the images of —\ and 5 in T, . We have 
the following 
/ 
Lemma 3b. If p{ = 2 and pV — 8, then a sem('character y
(1) of T, is uniquely 
determined by the values of y(U on the elements [et], [g0], [g j . Hereby y
U{[e{]) 
takes the values 0 or 1, y(U([go]) takes the values ± 1 and y(l)([gl]) takes the values 
7 7 a i — 2 _ , Z.TLI / j i 
1, c), , o],..., cOT , where a)] =exp a _• , nit/? the restriction that y ([e{]) = 1 
implies /"'(L^ol) == /"'(L?,]) = "• 
The following table indicates a complete set of characters of T, : 
[et] [go] [*,] 
( 1 ) 
Xo 1 1 1 1 
x\l) 0 1 Ш 
ńu 0 1 1 ü) 
ńl) 0 1 10' 
y ( 1 ) / 4 0 1 1 0) 
(1 ) 
0 1 1 
( 1 ) 
X2*i~] 0 1 1 1 
4. 
Let now be m as above and decompose S(m) into the direct product S(m) = 
= F, . F2 Fr. If y
U) is any character of F,., then / = / ( 1 ) . y(2) ... . / ( r ) is 
a character of S(m). If the yU) -s (for / = 1,2,...,/*) run independently through 
characters Xo\ x\J\ 
Suppose first that either 
ail y \ ••- Xip(PV)->
 w e ê e t a u characters of S(m) 
a i az a.. / C x 
m = Pl/?2 •••Pr\ ( 5 ) 
or 
m = 2/;2
2.. qfr'\ (6) 
or 
m = 4//2
2 . . .^ , (7) 
and P\,p2. Pr are odd primes and a1a2...ar > 0. 
In this case every / 0 ) depends on two ^parameters'" and with respect to the 
foregoing considerations we can state the following 
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Theorem 3a. If m is an integer of the form (5), or (6), or (7), we get every semi-
character of S(m) by prescribing its values on 
[*iL k.L [e2l [Z2] [erllgr]-
Hereby /([<?,]) takes the values 0 Or 1. /([#,-]) takes any Of the va/wes 1, (O,-. Ojy 
/ a/\ _ . _7I / 
off<pj ) , where CO: = exp , irah the restriction that if for a fixed j we have 
<P{P7) 
y([ej]) = 1, we must prescribe also /([#,-]) = I. 
R e m a r k . In the case (6) /([#,]) = 1 (since Oj, = 1). In the case (7) /([?,]) is 
either l, or —1 (since (D, = — 1). 
In the case /;. = 2 and cxt _ 3 the semicharacters of T, depend on three ^para­
meters" and we have: 
Theorem 3b. Let be m = Tx]vi ...p*'\ where a, = 3, cx2a3 ...:/,. > 0, and D2. 
/?3, ..., pr are odd primes. Any semicharacter of S(m) is determined by prescribing 
its values on 
[e^[gol[gil[e2]Ag2l...Aerial 
Hereby /([e;]) (j = 1,2,..., r) is either 0 or I; /([# 0]) is either - l Or l: x([g\]) is 
one of the numbers l, toi, ..., c/jj 
l . iľhere ш, = еxp ~-_7 ; /Or / = 2 /([#,]) 
2яi 
is One of the numbers 1, to,-, <o2h .... co
l['.(p/) \ OJ f = exp ~'" - , and the choice of the 
<P(P?) 
values of x is restricted by the requirement that /f/([e,]) = 1, we have also /([#()]) 
= /(fil l) = - and if for j = 2 z([e ;]) = 1, we have also /([.(,',•]) = V 
5. 
It is also possible to compute the values of z(lXI) — in some sense — explicitly 
in terms of the integer x. 
A. Suppose first that m — pVp^-.-P*'', where p\{ is either odd, or p\l = 2, or 
pV = 4. 
Let z be a fixed chosen semicharacter of S(m). Fory = 1, 2, ..., r denote z([^jl) = 
= Llj^ x([gj\) = Wy, where n/; ojy
7 are determined by / in accordance with Theorem 3a; 
hence a7 = 0 or 1, and if pf = 1, we have z([#j]) = V The semicharacter / induces 
on Tj a semicharacter of Tj9 which we shall denote by /
0 > . 
By Theorem 1 every [x] e S(m) can be written in the form 




The numbers M x ) , k2(x\ . . . ,kr(x) are uniquely determined by [x] and the requi­
rement 0 = k,ix) = p)
J - 1. 
*j + Ф) 
m 
pľ 
If (kj(.x),Pj) = 1, we have [Xj] = 
0 < ,,/.v) g </>(/>•'). 
If (Ar,.(.v), /;,-) = />,, we have [.v.,] = \ej + fc/x) •'-"• 
L P/J 
For / = I, 2, .... /• define the following function: 
e Gj and [.v,] = [?,]'"< v l with 
Є T: - G,, 
Фjíx) = 
/<; + (! - / ' ; ) • ">T"J,I> 
if (kj(.x),Pi)> I. 
if (*,.(.Y),/>;) = 1. 
If /i, = 1, we have <1>7(x) = 1 independently whether (ky(x), py) = 1, or ( k / x ) , Dy) > 
> 1. If //, = 0, we have 
0 . { x ) = \ 0 if (k+x),Pj)>\, 
A ) \ <»•}»<"> ir ( / , , . ( .v) ,p / )=i . 
Hence </•>,- lakes on .v the same value as *|J|([.Y/]) for [v,] = 
X(W) = *,(-V) . <f>2(.v) * , (*) . 
Гi + Ф) .7 . Therefore 
(9) 
Since x defines ky(x) and Oy(x) uniquely, the function (9) can be considered as the 
desired expression of x([x]) in terms of x. 
B. Suppose now that m = 2aip2
2...p*\ where ax _ 3 a n d p 2 , ..., pr are odd primes. 
Any [x] e S(m) can be again written in the form (8). If (k.(x) , 2) = 1, we have 
m 
<', + k,(x) EGX and [x,] can be written in the form [g0] . [g\Y
l (r(x) r y>\[x) 
with 0 = G(x) = 1 and 0 = px(x) < 2
a]"~2. If on the other hand ( M x ) , 2) = 2, 
we have [x,] e Tx — Gx. 
Let y be a fixed semicharacter of S(m). Denote 
/([>,]) = /',, 
x([go]) = (-1)"°, 0 _ A0 = l, 
2TT/ 
X([g,]) = co/, 6Oi == exp 
Define the following function 
ФAx) i " l 
0 = />, < 2°"-. 
(/r,(.v). 2) = 2, 
//, + (I - / . , ) ( - l ) " " ^ <иţ""(Jt) iľ (M-v). 2) = 
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Then \jjl takes on x the same value as /
( ^[xi]) on [x j = ex + Ar.(л-) . Therefore 
X([x]) = ^x(x).(P2(x) 0r(x) 
is the required explicit formula for y\[x]) in terms of x. 
6. 
We illustrate the foregoing considerations on an example. We have to find all 
semicharacters of the semigroup S(360). 
Since m = 23 . 32 . 5, there exist exactly [<p(8) + 1] [<p(9) + 1] [<p(5) + 1] = 175 
distinct semicharacters. 
The maximal idempotents of S(360) are of the form [ex] = [8at], [e2] = [9a2], 
[e3] = [5a3], 0 < a{ < 360, (a,-, 360) = 1 . The relation [8a,] = [64a?]. i. e. 8a, = 
= 64a? (mod 360) implies a, = 17, hence [ex] 
l>3] = [145]. 
We have further: 






á 7} = [136 + Är.45] | 0 ^ kt 
[136], [181], [226], [271], [316], [1], [46], [91]} 
[181], [271], [1], [91]}. 
[81], [121], [161], [201], [241], [281], [321], [1 
[121], [161], [241], [281], [1], [41]}. 
[145], [217], [289], [1], [73]}, 
[2)7], [289], [1], [73]}, 
[41]}, 
The group Gx is isomorphic to G(8). This isomorphism is realized by the mapping 
[136 + kx . 45] e Tx <-> <45kt> - <5kt> e (7(8), k, = 1, 3, 5, 7. The images of [181], 
[271], [1], [91] e Gx are successively <5>, <7>, <1>, <3> e G(8). Since [271] <-> < - 1> 
[181]<-><5>, we may choose [^0] =
: [271], [gx] = [181] and all elements e Gl are 
of the form [271*°. 181*1], 0 = b0 <; 1, 0 = bx = 1. 
Consider now the group C72 and the isomorphism [81 -f 40k2] e G2 <-> <4k2> e C7(9). 
Since <5> = <4 . 8> is a generating element of the group (7(9), we may choose 
[gi\ = [81 -f 8 . 40] = [41] as a generating element of the group G2. 
Finally the isomorphism G3 <-• G(5) realized by [145 + k3 . 72] e C73 <-> <2k3> e 
e G(5) and the fact that <2> is a generating element of G(5) imply that [217] is a gene-
rating element of (73. 
Hence any semicharacter % of S(360) is completely given by prescribing its 
(admissible) values on the following elements: 
[136], [271], [181]; [81], [41]; [145], [217]. 
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Taking account to the restrictions mentioned in Theorems 3a and 3b, we get the 
following table of all semicharacters of 5(360). Hereby the integers b and c run 
independently over all integers satisfying the inequalities 0 = b < 6, 0 _ c < 4. 
[136] [271] [181] [81] [41] [145] [217] 




















































Let now be, for instance, / the semicharacter of 5(360) defined by the following 
values of /: 
[136] [271] [181] [81] [41] [145] [217] 
0 exp — . 2ni 
4 
We have to find *(100). 
We use Remark 2 to establish the integres kl5 k2, k3 in the decompostion [100] = 
= [136 + 45k,] . [81 + 40k2] . [145 + 72k3]. We have 100 = k, . 45 . 81 . 145 
(mod 8), hence ki = 4. Analogously k2 = 7, k3 = 0. Hence [100] = [316] . [1] . [145]. 
Since (k,,2) = 2, we have î iOOO) = *([136]) = 1. Further since (k 2 ,9) = 1, 
we have <1>2(100) = 1 and since (k 3 , 5) = 5, we have <£3(100) = 0. Hence /([100]) = 
= (AiOOO) . <1>2(100) . <P3(100) = 0. 
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П О Л У Х А Р А К Т Е Р Ы М У Л Т И П Л И К А Т И В Н О Й П О Л У Г Р У П П Ы 
К Л А С С О В В Ы Ч Е Т О В ( т о й Ш) 
Богумир П а р и зек и Штефан Ш в а р ц 
Р е з ю м е 
Полухарактером полугруппы Л" называется комплексная мултипликативная функция 
определенная на 5 и не равна тождественно нулю. 
Пусть т> 1 — натуральное число и $(т) — мултипликативная полугруппа классов 
вычетов (тоо* т). Целью настоящей статьи является нахождение всех полухарактеров полу­
группы 5(т). Метод получения всех полухарактеров изложен в приведенных выше теоремах 
За и 36. 
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